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We can confidently recommend the work to students and practitioners who
wish to obtain within a reasonable (about 65o pages) compass a thoroughly
reliable work, and one containing all that is of much value in the litera ture of
rervous diseases.

A NEW ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF MEDICINE, BIOLOGY, AND COLLAT-
ERAL SCIENCES.

Dr. George M. Gould, already well known as the editor of two small medi-
cal dictionaries, has now about ready an unabridged, exhaustive work of the
same class, upon which he and a corps of able assistants have been uninter-
ruptedly engaged for several years.

The feature that will attract immediate attention is the large number of
fine illustrations that have been included, many of which-as, for instance, the-
series of over fifty of the bacteria-have been drawn and engraved especially for
the work. Every scientific-minded physician will also be glad to have defined
several thousand conimonly uFed terns in biology, chemistry, etc.

The chief point, hoveveý:, upon which the editor relies for the success of
his book is the unique epitzmization of old and new knowledge. It contains a
far larger number of words than any other one-volume medical lexicon. It is
a new book, not a revision of the older volume. The pronunciation, etymology,
definition, illustration, and logical groupings of each word are given. There
has never been such a gathering of new words from the living literature of the
day. It is especially rich in tabular matter, a method of presentation that
focuses, as it were, a whole subject so as to be understood at a glance.

The latest method of spelling certain terms, as adopted by various scien-
tific bodies and authorities, have all been included, as well as those words
claissed as obsolete by some editors, but still used largely in the literature of
to-day, and the omission of which in any work aiming to be complete would
make it unreliable as an exhaustive work of reference.

The publishers announce that, notwithstanding the large outlay necessary
to ifs production on such an elaborate plan, the price vill be no higher than
that of the usual medical text-book.

Miedical Items.
DR. W. A. YOUNG bas been appointed a coroner for the city of Toronto.

DR. OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES was eighty-four years of age on the 29th
of August, when he was enjoying good health.

DR. J. EDGAR has been temporarily appointed superintendent of the
Hamilton Hospital in the place of Dr. Olmsted, resigned.

DRs. B. E. McKENZIE and FREDERICK WINNETT have been added to the
staff of demonstrators of Anatony in the Medical Faculty of the University of
Toronto.


